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“I think therefore I am” said Descartes. Seems legit, after all, a
brain-dead person(like one in a coma) is called a vegetable for
obvious reasons.
Yet, as any (good) student of biology will tell you, most of the
processes that happen in our body occur without our conscious
(thinking) control. From DNA replication to cell division, from
our heartbeats to the maintenance of homeostasis, from the release
of digestive enzymes to the overall circadian rhythm itself,
nature has decided that the thinking part of the brain (which is
the proximal cause of the modern civilization - responsible for
everything from skyscraper cities to putting a man on the moon)
isn’t fit enough to handle these tasks. It simply doesn’t have the
capacity for such control.

Today the overall creations of our thinking self - the modern
society with all its components- too has become so complicated,
complex and simply so big, that a single (or even multiple)
thinking brains are hard pressed to understand it all. So if our
own brains can’t fully control the things we created, what can?
Well, the solution was to invent tools specifically to understand
and predict events in the modern society.

Everything from the various solutions being tested for Covid-19 to
what happens to the money in your bank is not decided by our
thinking self (at least not directly). Instead these tasks have
now been (more or less) handed over to all sorts of statistical
modelling tools.

Today, these statistical modelling tools are known as AI/ML
(Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning).

Take Covid-19 for example - while humans have come up with a range
of tests to diagnose the disease, it seems that ML is much better
at figuring out what the results actually mean. This is because no
test (and indeed no tool or tech created by humans) has ever been
applicable universally. The result of any diagnosis is not simply
binary (i.e there is always an error associated with whether the
result - positive or negative - is actually correct). The test can
be wrong sometimes. Again, this is true for every technology ever
invented- never has there been a perfect one.

Figuring out the data from X-ray images to identifying high risk
patients - ML seems to be (much) better at it than human experts
and professionals.

So while the modern society can be a bit of an enigma, decoding it
is still possible - as long as we can trust our machines.
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Editorial
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Over its lifetime, this medium has become–through art,

poetry, and prose–a platform to showcase both the

professional and personal sides of the individuals of our

institute. Each one accounts for our culture, unencumbered

by the mainstreams of the city, state, and nation. Our days

are not significantly dictated by protests and bandhs,

vandalism and death, power shortages, or lack of clean

water (not anymore anyway, but the food is a different issue).

Within such confines, one can find a culture with memes at

least a bit deviated from that of the greater surroundings.
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For example, on Valentine’s day this year, a faction of

students decided to express their thoughts and feelings on

the traditions around the day of love by wearing saffron-

colored outfits. Perhaps it was because they were bitter

about their love life and felt like giving someone a haddi-pasli

fusion massage à la Bajrang Dal. Maybe it was an ironic

commentary on the hyper marketization of “love”, or a need

for having a special day for it. Or perhaps they were just

trolling us since they did, after all, go out and enjoy their

dinner that night anyway. With “n” individuals, there may be

“n” reasons.

This edition is thus a shoutout to both our contributors and our

readers (we have been told that the former may outnumber

the latter), who strive through participation to raise the

cultural quotient. In an age where social media seems to be

the cul-de-sac of digital human expression, indulging in big

fat novels, long articles of newspapers, or indeed

appreciating art (in all its forms) is the antithesis of spending

most of your digital attention span hooked to a “feed”ing

tube of hits. Becoming a good scientist requires nothing more

than having a consistent scientific temperament (as hard as

that may be), and our culture is a reflection of that

temperament.



Bits and Bytes
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A characterist ic trait of IBABians once they reach the end of their 2nd
semester is the excitement about the arrival of a new batch of IBABians in

their next semester. The reason for the excitement is probably a way of
circumventing the grief of coping with the departure of their seniors, or just

an opportunity to pass on litt le nuggets of wisdom they caught along the
way. The prospect of seeing new faces on campus is always welcomed. Just

like any other batch, MSc08 was delighted to greet a new batch of students.

The Freshers' for MSc 09 was held on the 21st of July 2019 at the Inst itute

auditorium, organized by the second-year students (MSc 08) with the
grateful support from the staff and faculty of IBAB. The event served as an

essential prerequisite for the new students to introduce themselves to the
faculty and the seniors and get to know each other better. The hosts of the

evening were Deepa Shalini and Rohit Sannamani. They introduced the new
students to the perks and dangers of IBAB and managed to orchestrate the

event throughout its course. The it inerary of the event consisted of
introductory sessions from the juniors and seniors, an array of engaging

activit ies, and splendid performances from the students of MSc08. Freshers'
2019 concluded with an adrenaline-rushed period of coordinated (and

uncoordinated) steps to mixed beats.
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The Place Where 
We “Fork”

IBAB Journal Club

Two students from MSc08–

Himani Narang and

Devangshu Nandi–started a

Journal Club here at IBAB.

Their goal was to shed the

conventions of a classroom

and encourage students to

engage in a scientific

dialogue with their peers with

the intention of scientific

discussion, friendly debate,

and all-in-all to develop a

scientific disposition.

Once every week, at 9:30 pm,

a student presents a scientific

paper aligned with their

interest to an audience

consisting of MSc students and

Research scholars from IBAB

and students from CHG.

The Journal Club is an

excellent opportunity for

students to learn about new

discoveries and developments

in every field of science, to get

a feel for how research is

implemented and think

outside the box with

interactions (arguments and

belligerent debates) with the

audience.

It even serves as a great

platform for students to

improve their presentation

skills and for the otherwise

shy introvert to ask questions

and involve themselves in

heated discussions.

Did You Know???

To engage more, refresh

oneself, and have unique

discussions, Debadeep

Choudhary from MSc08

initiated the "DID YOU

KNOW?" series, by taking a

cue from the already existing

Journal Club initiative. The

series is a fun and

unstructured way of learning

any topic or fact without any

mandate about the subject's

areas to be covered or the

nature of discussion by the

speaker.

3
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The idea was to have
random science
presentations about
anything in this universe,
without the need for
detailed information,
more like a recollection
and discovery of things
that others hadn't known
before—simple matters of
interest ranging from how
gravity works to obscure
things like why shoelaces
wereever invented.

Carrying forward the
baton, other students too
enthusiastically
volunteered to hold such
sessions. In all, events like
these are a getaway from
monotonous lives, while
widening the horizons of
our knowledge.

Both the Journal Club and
the Did You Know
platforms render a sense
of humility in the speaker
amidst the chaos of
deliberation initiated by
the audience.

GROMACS reminds you: "In science, it often happens
that scientists say, 'You know that's a really good
argument; my position is mistaken,' and then they would
actually change their minds and you never hear that old
view from them again. They really do it. It doesn't
happen as often as it should, because scientists are
human and change is sometimes painful. But it happens
every day. I cannot recall the last time something like
that happened in politics or religion." (Carl Sagan)

4
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Pointers From The Past

In recent times, COVID-19 has gripped the world like no

other. This issue can be discussed at all levels – social,

political, economical. Social media posts had some

people proud to have taken up Biotechnology. Some

criticized the fact that most researchers are underpaid,

whereas others added that this is the Earth's way of healing

itself.

The virus made its international debut on New Year's Eve

(31st December 2019) when the U.S. CDC (Center for

Disease Control) alerted about "an unexplained cluster of

27 cases of pneumonia in Wuhan." From then on, it has

spread like wildfire all over theworld.

Let's talk about the virus itself. SARS-CoV-2 is a positive

single-stranded RNA virus belonging to the family of

Coronaviruses. Its family members are known to infect

humans and cause respiratory illnesses. It can start making

proteins as soon as it enters our cells. What's far more

fascinating is that it can make different kinds of proteins

using just ~30,000 bases by doing a frameshift. So far,

research has revealed that the virus requires ACE2

receptors to gain entry into human cells. The chosen route

of transmission is the nasal passage. Scientists have

identified genes for about 29 proteins, out of which about

11 have known functions, and others are still under study.

The amount of data gathered for SARS-CoV-2 in less than 3

months is astonishing; however, it would not have been

possible if prior research had not been in place.

5
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The first two decades of the 21st century saw the emergence

of SARS-CoV (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

coronavirus) in 2003 and MERS-CoV (Middle East Respiratory

Syndrome coronavirus) in 2012. SARS-CoV was first reported

in Guangdong Province, China, and it gradually spread to

other places, whereas MERS-CoV's first cluster was reported

in a hospital in Jordan, after which cases were seen in other

parts of the world. The reservoirs for these viruses are bats,

with the intermediate hosts being much debated. In the

case of SARS-CoV, intermediate hosts were found to be

palm civets and raccoon dogs. For MERS-CoV, the

intermediate hosts were confirmed to be dromedary camels

after a serological survey found neutralizing antibodies

against the virus. The funding for research on these viruses

was withdrawn once the infections were contained, leading

to an abrupt ending to the generation of medical

interventions.

One of the critical game-changers in science has most

definitely been the next-generation sequencing

technologies. The ability to sequence the genomes in a

matter of a few hours gives the premise to conduct

meaningful laboratory experiments. The NGS (Next-

Generation Sequencing) technologies were not as

developed in the early 2000s, due to which the genomic

data on SARS-CoV is not as much as MERS-CoV. The research

that took place along with the evolving technologies

following SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV pandemics has provided

a blueprint for designing vaccines and therapies against the

novel pathogen of 2020. The plethora of papers generated

on characterization and mechanism study of the

coronaviruses has led to a more robust understanding of

SARS-CoV-2, thus highlighting the importance of having

scientific data in hand ahead of time.

6
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An example to elucidate this is the expedited clinical trial for

the COVID-19 vaccine underway at Oxford Institute within

weeks of the declaration by the World Health Organization

(WHO). The confidence in the scientific data is primarily due to

the years of research underneath it, which is why companies

like the Serum Institute of India have already begun

manufacturing the vaccines. Many other global

collaborations among institutes and industries have also been

initiated.

There are two kinds of online resources – one that gathers all

information and provides hyperlinks to the correct website,

and the other, which performs bioinformatics analysis and

provides a real-time report. While the former is useful to the

general population, the latter is exciting for many researchers

worldwide. The GISAID website houses the latest genomic

data on SARS-CoV-2, using which many phylogenetic studies

have been carried out. Many in silico studies have made their

way to papers wherein there are conclusions based on

simulation studies or predictions on the future course of the

virus based on mutations.

Bioinformatics is a much-debated field. One of the major

reasons why it is questioned is because the usage of computer

science is quite evident, leading many to believe that it really

does not help biology. Much like understanding the reagents

to use in a biological experiment, we need to understand the

apparatus used in bioinformatics. The reagents do not

conclude the experiment but help in discovering the biology

behind it. And like every experiment, one needs to cross-

check their findings here as well. So, do you have a burning

biological question? Head over to your computers, the

bioinformatics tools will give you the room to explore. After all,

science is never under lockdown.

7
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There’s No Place Like 127.0.0.1

Standing in the lawn, on the grass that’s intoxicating to the

bare feet, I look up at an architecture that is built and yet

building. I have been spending time inside its canopy, a

hollow space filled by inquisitive minds. My conscience gets

triggered to ponder upon a simple question: what makes my

brain think the way I think? Who wins the fight between

governing my body, the mind, or the soul?

You wish the answer could be as simple as a Lok Sabha

election, where the majority party rules for the next 5 years!

However, the answer here is more like a hung-election.

8
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Funnily enough, these

things crossed my

mind regularly, like the

waves of the ocean

touching the shore.

What I never dared

before but learned to

do now was to dig out

the answer to it.

This is what I have

learned in my past six

months in a land of

curious thinkers and

laborious activists, a

phenomenal institute

called IBAB!

-Shruti Sinha
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As the students of MSc 08 were gearing up for the submission

of their thesis for their projects, we were reminded of our

seniors’ poster presentations, which were very insightful and

exciting.

Ann Roe once said, “Nothing in science has any value to

society if it is not communicated.” IBAB understands the

value of communication when it comes to science, and

hence it prepares its students to not only conduct research

but also communicate the findings to a broader audience.

The students of MSc 07 presented their projects using posters

on 16th and 17th May 2019. The two-day event hosted at

IBAB had 27 poster presentations. The topics ranged from

studying mosquito genomes, transcriptomes, designing

transgenic cell lines for gene editing applications,

characterization of retinitis pigmentosa genes, glioblastoma

pathogenesis, studying the effect of specific drugs on cancer

cell lines, characterization of bacteria from plant sources

such as Amaranth, epigenetic mechanisms that govern

disorders such as schizophrenia and Parkinson’s, and

characterization of engineered proteins for bioremediation. It

also included bioinformatics analysis work for host-pathogen

interactions, RNA networks, gene networks in Mycobacterium

tuberculosis, rheumatoid arthritis, population genomics, and

comparative genomics for carotenoid biosynthesis.

Data handling is one of the critical aspects of today’s

science. There were projects undertaken to create genome

browsers, web tools to cross-verify annotations across

websites, and databases, along with a critical analysis of

what goes into better visualization of data and data

representation when it comes to Indian clinical trials.

bowtie2-build  

9
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Many parameters go into making a successful poster and

presenting it so.

The students who accomplished it were - Rashmi Sardessai,

for the optimization of a heterologous pathway in yeast for

the production of carotenoids; Nandini Rajendhiran and

Durbar Show, for the use of machine learning and

evolutionary algorithms to design and optimize production

of synthetic antimicrobial peptides; Greg D'Silva and

Anukriti Dwivedi, for the study of epigenetic alterations in

Parkinson’s disease; and Shreya Sharma and Parv

Sachdeva, for the creation of a high-quality reference

genome for Anopheles stephensi.

10
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The guest of honor was

Dr. Sunil Laxman from

InStem, Bangalore. The

event ended with a

prize distribution,

snacks, and a feeling

of triumph for the

students as they had

finally reached the

finish line of their two-

year Master’s program.

All their efforts and

hard work were highly

appreciated by the

teachers, judges, and

all who viewed the

posters.
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Farewell, IBAB!

On 15 March 2020, IBAB shut

down the campus and asked

its students to vacate the

premises. Some of us packed

our bags and left while others

stayed back. It took nearly

two weeks to re-calibrate to

this "new normal" of self-

quarantine, social distancing,

and wearing a mask. Our

weekly project meetings were

now held on Skype and

Zoom, and we used

TeamViewer to access our

PCs for work. During the first

week of April, we started

attending classes on Zoom.

While we missed being in class

to experience Dr. R. Srivatsan's

dynamic lectures, he took

every measure to make sure

he was as engaging as he is in

person. An added advantage

was receiving recordings at

the end of each class, so we

could watch it (read "listen to

his jokes") all over again if we

suffered a bad internet

connection. By May, we had

started giving group

presentations for Dr. Kshitish

Acharya's fermentation class.

This presented us with new

benefits. We only had to

look presentable from the

waist up and could hold

notes to read from during

the presentation. (Keep in

mind, no one from our

batch actually did any of

these things, but we merely

acknowledged the

opportunity to do so).

In trying to maintain a state

of normalcy, we were not

exempted from submitting

assignments, but we

managed by generous

guidance from our

teachers. By mid-May, most

of us had finished our

projects. Yet, before we

could rejoice, we had to

write our thesis. This

mammoth task had us

burning the midnight oil

while we scrambled to

produce a document that

could be deemed worthy

of a Master's student at

IBAB. After countless edits,

before and after our

project viva, we made it

alive.
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However, we felt stuck in

limbo, not knowing if and

when our finals will be

conducted. This was when

IBAB started calling everyone

back to campus. It took the

entire month of June to plan

everyone's arrival, due to

various travel restrictions in

the different cities some of us

had gone back to, and the

compulsory precautionary

quarantine period upon their

arrival. Towards the end of

the month, everyone was

either back in the hostel or

somewhere in Bangalore,

and our exams were finally

scheduled to be held on

campus on 13 July. While we

waited and prepared for the

exams, our juniors organized

farewell activities that

included a time capsule, a

drawing competition, an

anonymous pen day, a

treasure hunt, a gift

exchange, a potluck, and

various sports competitions.

Things were just starting to

look up when the Karnataka

government announced a

one-week lockdown that

would commence in the
middle of our exams.

Thanks to our faculty's quick

thinking, our finals were

rescheduled to ensure that

those of us liv ing off-campus

could attend. On the last

day of our exams, Dr.

Srivatsan and Dr. Bibha

Chaudhury were kind

enough to get us sweets and

snacks to mark our final day

as Master's students. Our

juniors presented us with

farewell gifts. While Dr.

Srivatsan spoke about his

journey after graduating with

a Master's degree, Dr.

Chaudhury gave us some

sound advice on navigating

through life - hard work,

humility, and to achieve by

not stepping over other

people but by empowering

them. Following that, we bid

a heartfelt goodbye to all

our friends who lived off-

campus, some who we may

never see again in a long

time. Lastly, we celebrated

the culmination of our time

at IBAB with a farewell event

on 18 July, where all of us on

campus met at the mess

and enjoyed the fabulous

party our juniors threw for us.
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We walked into IBAB as strangers; now, we leave as a family.

A family strengthened by classroom shenanigans, late-night

conversations with our roommates, frisbee in the evenings,

festival celebrations, annual excursions, and much more. We

can never forget those interactive lectures where our

professors made us feel like we were learning something,

rather than memorizing facts from a textbook. In these last

two years, we have grown as scientists and human beings,

ready to take on the world. As we look forward to a new

chapter in our lives, it is time to bid goodbye to our family.

Farewell, IBAB!

-Suparna Kumar
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